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Lawrence Pays $79 Damages to Ripon College

Ripon President Sees Expansion of Midwest Conference

"This is the first time," said Clark Kerstler, president of Ripon with characteristic humor as a general arts college, "we have had the privilege of having a President of an arts college here to address us this year as a result of the Midwest Conference." 

The presentation of $79 was made by Jerry Pulain, delegate to Lawrence as student body president, Don Sproul, delegate to Lawrence for the Developing Student Council, and Lloyd Nielson, Ripon's delegate to Lawrence. Who are the three of Ripon's student body as the Ripon delegate. The Lawrence student delegate and the Ripon student delegate in the Midwest Conference. "This is the first time," said Clark Kerstler, president of Ripon with characteristic humor as a general arts college, "we have had the privilege of having a President of an arts college here to address us this year as a result of the Midwest Conference." 

The presentation of $79 was made by Jerry Pulain, delegate to Lawrence as student body president, Don Sproul, delegate to Lawrence for the Developing Student Council, and Lloyd Nielson, Ripon's delegate to Lawrence. Who are the three of Ripon's student body as the Ripon delegate. The Lawrence student delegate and the Ripon student delegate in the Midwest Conference. "This is the first time," said Clark Kerstler, president of Ripon with characteristic humor as a general arts college, "we have had the privilege of having a President of an arts college here to address us this year as a result of the Midwest Conference." 

The presentation of $79 was made by Jerry Pulain, delegate to Lawrence as student body president, Don Sproul, delegate to Lawrence for the Developing Student Council, and Lloyd Nielson, Ripon's delegate to Lawrence. Who are the three of Ripon's student body as the Ripon delegate. The Lawrence student delegate and the Ripon student delegate in the Midwest Conference. "This is the first time," said Clark Kerstler, president of Ripon with characteristic humor as a general arts college, "we have had the privilege of having a President of an arts college here to address us this year as a result of the Midwest Conference."
We hope that enough members will be able to make the trip to back the team with the spirit that come to Kipon next year to their extended to us. An invitation to Allegretto and Allegro was violently attacked after it was first ever heard of writing for the film. Movements (Allegro non troppo, ma non troppo) were dark and filled with doubt and uncertainty. . . manifesting themselves in the least. Her visit did not seem as brilliant as on the "L. P." records. . . though this continuous flow of music without the noise is absolutely eliminated, the qualities of instruments are preserved whole symphony, surface graduates. He stated that "President Eisenhower's program of national defense and public service is not a program of saving money, but a program of saving lives."

The first faculty recital of the year proves great success.

DIRECT COMMISSION
A commission as second lieutenant in the Officers' Reserve Corps with a 2-year initial tour of active duty is ready for you if you meet these qualifications:

- Must be 18 to 30 years old
- A U.S. citizen
- Have necessary physical qualifications

Application should be submitted to the nearest U.S. Army Recruiting Station.

OCS FOR HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
If you've graduated from high school or can pass an equivalent examination, see between 18 and 30 years old, are a U.S. citizen, and have necessary physical qualifications, you may apply for a commission as second lieutenant in the Officers' Reserve Corps of the U.S. Army. You must be free to compete for a Regular Army Commission if you meet the competitive tour of duty requirements.

New active-duty opportunities for officers
See Reserve or National Guard Instructor or local recruiting station.
Appointments
To Ariel Staff
Are Announced

Section heads for the Ariel have been appointed, it was announced this week by Beverly Penrom and Rev. Merlyn Donnell. Appointments are as follows: seniors and juniors, Don Zeal, Sarah Holloway and Photographers Ronald Blythe, Norma Nielson, Dick Helke, sororities, Dick Sears; housemother. Student and staff members, Barbara Genrich; women's music teacher and the student activities; Sherry Gregor, co-editor. Photographers Ronald Blythe, Norma Nielson, Dick Helke, sororities, Dick Sears; housemother. Student and staff members, Barbara Genrich; women’s music teacher and the student activities; Sherry Gregor, co-editor.

Bohl, Chosen
Anita, a junior majoring in government, has been copy reader and a rewrite editor for the Lawrentian besides writing for the Beloit game tomorrow. The total cost of transportation will be $1.50. Tickets should be purchased not more than 10 minutes later than Friday afternoon. The Lawrentian is processed in the deans' office to confer with all Lawrence seniors who wish to see Russell Ellis in the Lawrence high school auditorium. The local newspaper. She was elected to the National Honor society, Kappa Delta meets every Tuesday from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and from 12:00 noon to 1:45 p.m., also as a member of Phi Delta Kappa, French club. Art association. She is a member of Delta Phe- nix Pi. She has had high school newspaper experience and was employed by her local home newspaper at Wisconsin this summer as a copy reader. She is a member of Phi Delta Kappa.

The Lawrentian is processed in the deans' office to confer with all Lawrence seniors who wish to see Russell Ellis in the Lawrence high school auditorium. The local newspaper. She was elected to the National Honor society, Kappa Delta meets every Tuesday from 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and from 12:00 noon to 1:45 p.m., also as a member of Phi Delta Kappa, French club. Art association. She is a member of Delta Phoenix Pi. She has had high school newspaper experience and was employed by her local home newspaper at Wisconsin this summer as a copy reader. She is a member of Phi Delta Kappa.
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Delts Plan "Good Delt Day" for November 6

Friday, October 29, 1948

Edited by Carol Letchworth

The Greeks aren't planning too much for this week, with the main activity being the undergrads running for the position of President Saturday afternoon. The Greeks have lots of fun last week with the annual Homecoming week. The colors and distortions of the fraternity were given the fourth floor display as a critical eye. "Look," one of President Jim Nolans fraternity had it all. They were happy to welcome their alumni to the open house after the game Saturday.

Look at Art Before Judging

Two cords, green headbands were given the fourth floor display as a critical eye. "Look," one of President Jim Nolans fraternity had it all. They were happy to welcome their alumni to the open house after the game Saturday.

Plan Dinner for Homecoming Week

Delta Tau Delta

Plans for the Delta Tau Delta "Good Delt Day" for November 6 have been completed. The event will be held in the office building, and the Delta Tau Delta alumni will be present. The dinner will be held at 7:00 p.m., and it will include a speech by the newly elected president of the fraternity, Matthew Arnold. The Delta Tau Delta alumni will be present and will have a role in the event.

Educational Visit After Our College Graduation

Business and industry expect the art exhibition which is going to take place. The exhibition will be held at the University of Wisconsin and will feature works of art from local artists and students. The exhibition will take place on Saturday, November 6, and it will be open to the public from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

FARR'S MELODY SHOP

182 N. Morrison — Dial S 1163

Our College Graduation Schedule

The students of the University of Wisconsin will be attending the graduation ceremony on Saturday, May 29, 1948. The ceremony will begin at 2:00 p.m. and will conclude at 5:00 p.m. The graduates will be presented with their diplomas and will be recognized for their achievements. The event will be held at the University of Wisconsin campus and will include speeches by school officials and guests.

Surplus Portable Microscopes

FARR'S MELODY SHOP

$18.95

"Ski-Vee" a study in fluid triangles

10 to 20... $12.95

White Stag Gaberdine Ski Trousers

With the famous Bloodline Ramton, start at... $1.95

Pond Sport Shop

133 E. College Ave.

Your Best Bet Is Lauderette

Your work's wash can be done in 30 minutes.

And if you will we will also Fluff Dry your clothes.

THE LAUNDERETTE STORE

183 W. College Ave. — Dial 4-1657

These Are Worth A Spin

You Come A Long Way From St. Louis... Ray McKinley

That's the Way He Does It... Page Covington

Cool Water... Louis Armstrong

Mississippi Mud... Tommy Dorsey

Mississippi Mud... Tommy Dorsey

Tangerine... Jimmy Dorsey

New Shepard of "Big"... Tommy Dorsey

FARR'S MELODY SHOP

Dial 3-5135

Surplus Portable Microscopes

Take the top V from the "piped" shoulders to the "piped" shoulders with the middle D formed by zipper-pockets lines at each side. Then the longer D of the6 koping trousers. That's White Stop this winter! Wear the Ski-Jacket style! Rugged, suitable for use in cold weather with Platinum embroidery, White with Platinum, Black with Platinum, or Platinum with Navy.

10 to 20... $12.95

White Stag Gaberdine Ski Trousers

With the famous Bloodline Ramton, start at... $1.95

Pond Sport Shop

133 E. College Ave.
Beck Elucidates Upon Pseudo-Collegiate-ism

I should like to commend all Lawrence students who helped make the financial restitution to Ripon college for every damage done by the pseudo-collegiate. It is true that there are some students who have not yet paid and who we suppose are being helped because of the unexplained "shoulder shrug". Although we are certainly grateful to the student aid fund, we are just as definitely grateful to the students on this campus who are not so ungrateful and who are willing to face the consequences of their acts.

It is also true that a recent instance of collegiate behavior seems to mark its perpetrator as a prisoner of his own club and that he may not achieve such an orientation of his highly specialized club if he pays up not for wrongs we have done but for wrongs we have suffered. The rest of us, resting the near future of the pseudo-collegiate, should go on to be really collegiate, by proofing ourselves for the first time in Warren Beck's famous essay: "Studies serve for delight."
Frosh Meet Ripon in Revenge Duel

Vikings Plan Victory Comeback Over Bottom-Bracket Beloit Squad

BY BILL DONALD

The Press Box

The sting of defeat was felt by Lawrence's football squad and every fan last week when the inevitable fall from the high altitude of title momentarily was effect. It was a sting hard to take—dealt by our perennial rival on our own field. But take it we did and with it, there will be in this 11th Midwest conference championship for the season.

But even that seems impossible to hack on. Although the outcome of tomorrow's rivalry Midland battle between Ripon and Carleton is in question, the Redmen must be tagged in the odds if a favorite is to be selected this afternoon. The Mighty Vikings,.clear coasting after Carleton, and will be trying for their fifth title in a row.

College fans have been handicapped by graduation and losses of 1947 lettermen. Nine lettermen returned to school this fall and only three of these were regular starters in the 1947 campaign.

Lawrence Harriers Swamp Ripon Redmen Here Last Saturday

But we may be able to take it again. Thursday afternoon will take it...next week. The Lawrence men have made weaknesses, however. The lack of quantity. But a known quantity could be a blessing in at least six men. Behind Elsberry were Bill Sieverdahl, Brian Delaney, and Duane Daschlie, who finished together in 17:59. George Colman 18:03, Lamb 18:11, and Forster 18:13. The Lawrence men have made a tremendous improvement on the car. But the other title contender, Cornell, could only be scored out by the Lawrence men by a few lengths, but no more. Hallman has also been used, but the team hasn't played up to the best. He was switched to low wing and a sympathetic administration.

The tremendous improvement on the part of the Lawrence men has made us wonder. Whether Coach Herb Hodges' out versions did not offset the other points. That's why we need work on their defensive play. Again, the Lawrence men have made weaknesses, however. The lack of quantity. But a known quantity could be a blessing in at least six men.

The tremendous improvement on the part of the Lawrence men has made weaknesses, however. The lack of quantity. But a known quantity could be a blessing in at least six men.

Thelma Cantor for the junior Vikes

For her work during homecoming week and Saturday's results with the junior class, Cantor is lauded by the Lawrence varsity as the 'first eleven' did not even play in the first half, (Post-Crescent Photo) 'The Lawrence runner, slammed into our defensive play who will probably be at the end of the line.'

Readying for tomorrow's royal Midwest collision between Ripon and Carleton is in doubt, the Redmen must be tagged with the odds if a favorite is to be certain to produce a bang-up game. Although the Lawrence All-Stars were back last week when a huge crowd cheered their underdog freshman team up to the livingroom level in the final quarter. Coach George Walter has come up with somewhat of a surprise. The senior backfield has been hampered by a lack of experienced backs on the roster and a string of injuries— Loading and a sympathetic administration.

Whether Coach Herb Hodges' out versions did not offset the other points. That's why we need work on their defensive play. Again, the Lawrence men have made weaknesses, however. The lack of quantity. But a known quantity could be a blessing in at least six men.
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Delts Originates a Mock Homecoming

A second homecoming will be

held on the Lawrence campus next

Tuesday when Delta Tau Delta, bat­

tting for a ninth consecutive touch­

football championship, plays tri­

bute to its grid squad with an after­

noon-evening pep celebration. The

Delta Thetas will be favor­

ed to win over a game hot white­

d bread Or King Delta Tau sec­

ondary. The Indians have the advan­
tage, making them enough to

the Phi Delts to keep the score close.

If the Phi Delts can keep the score

at 20 points or less they should be

able to win because the Delts have

the advantage, making them enough

to tie the Indies and Sig Eps for

place in the race while the Phi

Taus were seen.

The Phi Delts, however, had the best
development record for the five games

holding their opponents to 20 points,

while the teams opposing the Delta Tau

scored 35 points.

Based on these statistics, 1 h of

time in probably their toughest hur­

dle of the season.

Activities will commence promptly

at 2:30 with a homecoming pep

rally to Whiting field led by a well­

organized nine-piece band. Glee

Black will play a tune, Fred (Jay

Arvey) Alyson will bring a mello­

phone, and Ross Sarkett - - -  versa­

tile horn and bassoon player.

Sarkett will also sing at times.

Other musicians to appear will be

Tom Bremer, cornet; Angie Green,

clarinet, For Grinde, drummer; Ray

Curtin, bass, and Jim Polivka,

trombonist. If a drum truck can be

secured it will be used in the opening

tune, and the Delts will also be

represented in the game by a newly

organized band. "Nagasaki" on a grand pi
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To Judge Homecoming Entries

From the Editorial Board
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To Judge Homecoming Entries

From the Editorial Board

Whether They Win or Lose

Saturday afternoon most of us

From the Editorial Board

Let's Get Definite Standards

To Judge Homecoming Entries

The Lawrence believes that the present method for judging the Homecoming house decorations and floats is a failure one, and

Bottom line toward the kind of care; to Bernie Hamilton for dis-

Letters to the Editor

Where's the Housemother? Sage Girls Want Solution of Problem

Dear Editor,

...